SOLO PIANO

ESSENTIAL FILM THEMES

THE FINEST MUSIC FROM TODAY'S OUTSTANDING FILMS

BABEL
DEPORTATION / IGUAZU 3

BLACK BOOK
RACHEL'S THEME 85
THE ENDLESS RIVER 86

BREAKING AND ENTERING
WILL AND AMIRA 10

CHARLOTTE'S WEB
MAIN TITLE 12
THE INTRODUCTION 14
THE PLAN BEGINS 15

THE DEVIL WEARS PRADA
SUITE 18

FLAGS OF OUR FATHERS
PLATOON SWIMS 21

THE FOUNTAIN
TOGETHER WE WILL LIVE FOREVER 30

FREEDOM WRITERS
EVA'S THEME 27
ANNF FRANK 29

THE HOLIDAY
MAESTRO 34

INFAMOUS
SAFE PLACE 40
FRIEND TRUMAN 40
FIND TITLES 41

THE LAST KING OF SCOTLAND
DOWN OVER LAKE VICTORIA 45

LITTLE MISS SUNSHINE
THE WINNER IS 46

MARIE ANTOINETTE
OPUS 17 54
OPUS 23 55
OPUS 36 57

MISS POTTER
BEATRIX & NORMAN 48
THE LAKES 51

NOTES ON A SCANDAL
THE HARTS 59
I KNEW HER 61

PAN'S LABYRINTH
LONG, LONG TIME AGO 64
THE FUNERAL 66

PERFUME
PROLOGUE 68
PERFUME - DISTILLED 69
STREETS OF PARIS 70
DISTILLING ROSES 71

THE QUEEN
PEOPLE'S PRINCESS 1 74
ELIZABETH & TONY 77

THE SCIENCE OF SLEEP
STÉPHANE VISITE APPART' 80
WEEK-END DE SKI 81
STÉPHANIE QUITTE LE CAFÉ 83
STÉPHANIE BLUES 83
THÈME GÉNÉRIQUE FIN GOLDEN
THF PONY BOY 84

VOLVER
LAS VECINAS 88

WORLD TRADE CENTER
PIANO THEME 92
ETHEREAL PIANO CODE 95